Images of the same places, buildings and details are taken over and over again. For the most part taken without consciousness, just as marks of footprints on a map, which creates an endless, fatigued stream of architectural photography. The work “My eyes are not our eyes” wants the viewer to look at known architecture of our collective memory again to question: why did that building become a masterpiece? At the same time the consciously blurred photographs reduce architecture to the most basic shape in order to provoke a discovery of new traces and meanings.

Benjamin was born into a young family in 1982. He had a strong interest in clouds in his youth. In 2002, he started to study industrial design but switched to architecture at the Bauhaus University in Weimar. After a semester in Sweden, he graduated and started working with Herzog & de Meuron, where he remained for three years. At the moment, he is an associate at HHF Architects and interested in cloud studies again.
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